RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS
st Race The Charmudi Ghat Plate
1
TIME ALWAYS
My19-20 - 8 ⁄

Cl-V, 00-25, 6 years old and over
5

1200 Mts.
4

1 2056 reared up as the gates opened and took a fly jump. 291⁄2078 met severe interference passing the
1000 Metres. My20-21 - 1612⁄20384 had lost its right hind shoe, during the race.

COUNTRY’S SHER
Race. My19-20 -

291⁄20782

My18-19 - 132⁄19866 met interference at the start and Jockey was fined for not persevering with his mount, during the
Jockey was cautioned to be more judicious in following the riding instructions in future. and sustained bruise inside right hock.
My19-20 - 122⁄20930 met interference and stumbled and dislodged its rider, passing the 1100 Metres.

TOBIN

My18-19 - 1912⁄183111 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging ’in’ after entering the straight and sustained bruise
on right fore shoulder. My19 swerved to the left soon after the start and thereafter, did not take part in the Race and was examined and the
condition of the right fore hoof was very bad and the Shoe was also loose. 410⁄19813 was slowly away & the Unsatisfactory manner of riding on his mount
2010⁄1911011 Jockey reported that his mount shifted ‘out’ after entering the straight, despite his best efforts to keep it on a straight course.

ASH WINDER

308⁄1980

My20-21 - 212⁄20236 Jockey was reprimanded for dropping hands, in the last 100 Metres of the Race. 82⁄21525
accidentally brushed the railings, at 1000 Metres.

SMART SIGNS

My20-21 - 1612⁄20389 was slowly away and lost few lengths at the start;

SWISS BAY

My19-20 - 2711⁄19168 Jockey reported that he was hemmed up for room between 350 Metres and 150 Metres. 81⁄20560
jumped out awkwardly and as such, the rider collided with the frames of the Gates, was totally unbalanced and was dislodged from his mount. My20-21
- 212⁄20239 jumped awkwardly inwards, at the start & met interference had to be checked by its rider and fall back, approaching the 1000 metres. 82⁄21526
met interference passing the Red Marker post.
nd Race The Tuticorin Plate
Cl-3y, Maiden
1200 Mts.

VELVET ROSE

2
COORG ARROGATE

My20-21 - 82⁄21517 was inclined to run out from 1000 Metres despite the best efforts of the rider and raced on the
outer sand track thereafter & the mouth of the horse revealed a sharp molar.
rd Race The Nilgiris Stakes
Cl-V., 00-25
1400 Mts.

3
FESTIVE STAR

My19 - 1910⁄191029 jumped awkwardly inwards at the start & met interference between the 1300 Metres and the 1200
Metres, Jockey reported that his mount was hanging ’in’ throughout the Race. sustained bruise on right hind back of pastern. My19-20 - 1112⁄19312 drifted
‘out’ after entering the straight.

COUNTRY’S FLASH

My20-21 - 2511⁄20168 jumped awkwardly outwards & drifted out alarmingly in the straight.

MISS CHINA

My20-21 - 2511⁄20150 was very fractious, reared up and sat down in the stalls withdrawn.

EVERLASTING MEMORY

My18-19 - 202⁄191046 reared up as the Gates opened and lost many lengths at the start. MyS19 - 37⁄194511 jumped

awkwardly ’inwards.

MOONSTRUCK
My20-21 -

12⁄214410

My19-20 - 1311⁄1929 met interference soon after the start. 291⁄207810 met interference passing the 700Metres.
met interference soon after the start. 82⁄21539 jumped awkwardly ’outwards’ at the start.

PIKACHU
My19-20 - 1812⁄19379 Jockey reported that his mount was not galloping fluently throughout the Race. 81⁄20583 was
hanging ’out’ after entering the Straight. My20-21 - 1111⁄20212 jumped awkwardly outwards, at the Start & jumped out awkwardly and lost few lengths.

My19-20 - 1112⁄19295 accidentally brushed the railings, rounding the final bend & was slowly away. My20-21 pulled up lame on right fore after the race. 82⁄21536 met interference at the start.
th Race The Ujire Plate
Cl-IV, 20-45
1200 Mts.

ITALIAN STALLION
2511⁄20167

4
COUNTRY’S TIGRESS

MyS19 - 126⁄19243 sustained bruise on back of left hind fetlock. 266⁄19375 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging
’in’ after entering the straight.
jumped awkwardly ’inwards’. 78⁄198010 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging ’in’ after entering the Straight.
My19-20 - 221⁄207211 met interference passing 250 Metres.

PAPADOKIA

37⁄19483

My20-21 - 12⁄214512 Jockey was reprimanded for dropping his hands before passing the Winning Post. 82⁄21545 was

slowly away.
My19-20 - 122⁄209711 Jockey reported that he accidentally lost his whip passing the 300 metres.

DEIMUS

D BROTHER
My19-20 - 2011⁄1994 had apparently lost its left hind shoe, during the Race. 211⁄20643 pulled up lame on left fore.
My20-21 - 12⁄21462 Jockey reported that his left hand got entangled with the mane of his mount and as such, he could not keep his mount on a straight
course thereby allowing his mount to drift out, between the 350 Metres and the 300 Metres.
My19-20 - 52⁄2085 4 jumped awkwardly outwards at the start and was hanging out rounding the bend. My20-21 Jockey reported that his mount was not galloping fluently in the Straight.

BREAKING NEWS
2511⁄2019 12

PILGRIM

My19-20 - 291⁄20844 met interference at the start.

LADYBLUE

My20-21 - 12⁄215011 did not raise a fluent gallop, soon after jumping out of the Starting gates, thereby losing few lengths

at the Start.
My20-21 - 2511⁄20156 Jockey reported that his horse was running green, rounding the bend.
th Race The Kodachadri Plate
Cl-II, 60 and above
1400 Mts.

MYSTICAL MERLIN

5
STAR OF THEA

My20-21 - 212⁄202811 jumped awkwardly outwards.

My19-20 - 1812⁄19405 met interference approaching 1900 Metres. 52⁄208910 reared up as the gates opened and lost
few lengths. My20-21 - 1612⁄20426 Jockey had to check his mount, to avoid striking the front runners, between the 1100 Metres and the 1000 Metres.

CRESCENDO

My19-20 - 2512⁄19484 burst its blood vessels. 291⁄20823 met interference approaching the 1000 Metres and again
between the 500 Metres and the 600 Metres. 52⁄20893 was slowly away and lost few lengths at the Start. My20-21 - 212⁄20284 jumped awkwardly inwards.

SCRIPT WRITER

TAREK
My19-20 - 211⁄20(69) Jockey reported that the horse was running erratic after entering the straight. 52⁄20912 stumbled
soon after jumping out of the Starting Gates. 13⁄201106 met interference soon after the start and sustained bleeding cut on Right fore cannon. My20-21
- 212⁄20288 jumped awkwardly outwards.
M19-20 - 112⁄19212 broken a blood vessel. 181⁄20992 jumped outwards at the start. 232⁄201553 App reported the loss
of whip passing the 250 metres. My20-21 - 82⁄21567 Jockey reported that he did not get a clear run in last 50 metres of the above Race.

GOLDEN HIND
GOOD EARTH

My20-21 - 12⁄21490 got kicked by another horse on the right forearm. Under the circumstances, it was permitted to be

withdrawn.

RARE AND BOLD

My19-20 - 2512⁄19(46) stumbled while jumping out.

th Race The Andolana Trophy
6
MAGNUM OPUS

Cl-III, 40-65

1200 Mts.

My19-20 - 122⁄201002 met interference between the 200 Metres and the 100 Metres of the race. and burst its blood
8
12
vessels. My20-21 - 2 ⁄2029 threw its head up in the air, while jumping out of the Starting Gate.

MIRACLE KING
My19-20 - 1112⁄19330 was extremely fractious at the gates and refused to be stalled, thereby considerably delaying
the start of the Race; Under the circumstances, it was permitted to be withdrawn. 291⁄208211 sustained cut on left hind above fetlock.
CRIMSON FIRE
My20-21 - 2511⁄20216 was slowly away and lost few lengths at the start. 1612⁄20430 was extremely fractious, reared
up and sat down, thereby injuring the rider. Under the circumstances, it was permitted to be withdrawn.
EDDIE THE EAGLE
My19 - 308⁄1992 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging ‘in’ after entering the straight. 1110⁄191012 Jockey
reprimanded for taking an unduly long lead in the Race. My20-21 - 1111⁄20(5) sustained bruise inside left hock.
My19-20 - 3112⁄195510 met interference passing the 700 Metres. 211⁄20697 met interference passing the 1000 Metres.
met interference between the 200 Metres and the 100 Metres of the race.

FRINGE BENEFIT
122⁄2010010

Cl19-20 - 1212⁄19492 met interference soon after the start.

MARIGOLD
ABERLOUR
My20-21 -

2511⁄20192

Pn19 - 258⁄19544 jumped outwards and met interference at the start & App suspend for riding an injudicious race.
was slowly away and lost few lengths at the start.

SILVER DAYS AGAIN

My19-20 - 52⁄20903 met interference at the start. My20-21 - 812⁄20360 withdraw on veterinary grounds as it was suffering

from fever and infection.
MyS19 - 107⁄19(52) Jockey reported that the saddle of his mount shifted back soon after the start. My19-20 - 2512⁄19495
jumped awkwardly outwards at the start. My20-21 - 2511⁄20180 withdraw on veterinary grounds as it was suffering from Colic; 1612⁄20418 examination of
the mouth of the horse revealed sharp molars.

D ROSS

WIND POWER
HyM19 - 169⁄191238 the gelding returned bleeding from both the nostrils. Hy19-20 - 2411⁄19296 Jockey reported loss
of whip at about the 300 mtrs and met severe interference again at about the 250 mtrs. My19-20 - 291⁄20842 Jockey was fined for not making sufficient
effort to ride out his mount in the straight. My20-21 - 1612⁄20414 met server interference rider lost his left stirrup, passing the 1100 Metres & he could
not offer proper assistance to his mount.
EWANDOR
My19 - 1910⁄191054 met interference approaching the 1000 Metres. 3010⁄191319 jumped out awkwardly at the start.
My19-20 - 292⁄201040 bolted while being loaded into the stalls and ran around the course on the reverse sand track; Under the cicumstances it was
permitted to be withdrawn. My20-21 - 82⁄21589 jumped awkwardly outwards, at the Start.
My19-20 - 1311⁄1946 Jockey was fined for taking an unduly long lead, between the 1100 Metres and the 400 Metres.
met interference rounding the final bend. 52⁄209111 met interference at the start. My20-21 - 12⁄21502 An enquiry is being held into the running
and riding.
th Race The Super Speed Plate
Cl-III, 40-65, 6 years old and over
1400 Mts.

UNIMAGINABLE
211⁄20702

7
TOWERING STORM

My19-20 - 1112⁄193211 met interference passing 1100 metres & accidentally brushed the railings rounding the final

bend.

AFRICAN EMPEROR
My20-21 - 1612⁄20(40) Jockey was fined for the undesirable practice of easing up his mount, before passing the Winning
Post. 12⁄21470 withdraw on compassionate grounds.

HIS EMINENCE
My19 - 279⁄19707 met interference at the start & again before passing the Red Marker post. My19-20 - 2512⁄19494 met
interference at the start. My20-21 - 1111⁄2076 was slowly away and lost few lengths at straight & Jockey reported that he accidentally lost his whip passing
the 500 Metres.
COLOR PROOF

My20-21 - 12⁄21479 sustained clipped injury on right hind tendon region.

SPORTO

My19 - 410⁄19868 sustained bruise on left hind back of fetlock. My19-20 - 122⁄20974 It was observed that the buckle of

the girth got unfastened.
My20-21 - 212⁄20296 met interference approaching the 700 Metres.

ORDER ORDER

My19-20 - 211⁄206912 met interference passing the 1000 Metres and again between the 700 Metres and the 600 Metres.
My20-21 - 812⁄20346 Jockey was reprimanded for taking an unduly long lead, rounding the bend. and sustained injury on left fore outer bulb of heel.

HUKUM

My19 - 269⁄19624 sustained small cuts on right hind pastern.

TRAVIESO

AURELIA
My19-20 - 81⁄20637 met interference soon after jumping out of the starting gates. and Jockey reported that his mount
was hanging ’in’ after entering the straight. 221⁄20773 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging ’in’ after entering the Straight. 52⁄20927 met interference
passing the 200 Metres. and saddle shifted slightly back, in the straight.
My20-21 - 1612⁄20415 met interference rounding the final bend & was slowly away. 82⁄21544 Jockey was fined for not
making sufficient effort to ride out his mount, during the race.

INDIAN DREAMS

My19-20 - 1112⁄193212 met interference approaching 1100 Metres. 221⁄20776 met interference approaching the 1000
Metres. My20-21 met interference at the Start.
th Race The Brave Dancer Plate
Cl-IV, 20-45, 6 years old and over
1400 Mts.

CLOVIS

12⁄214710

8
COUNTRY’S POWER

My19-20 - 52⁄20919 jumped awkwardly ’inwards’, at the start.

My19-20 - 122⁄2010111 was slowly away and swerved to left after jump out. My20-21 - 1111⁄2048 slowly away
was slowly away and lost many lengths, at the start;

TASHKENT
1612⁄203910

My19-20 - 13⁄201110 was examined at the Starting Gates and it was found to be trotting lame on right hind; Under the
cicumstances it was permitted to be withdrawn. My20-21 - 1111⁄2078 met interference and stumbled passing 1200 Metres. 2511⁄201910 Jockey reported
that his mount was hanging in throughout the race.

ASCENDENCY
MATTEO

My20-21 - 812⁄20(31) slowly away. 1612⁄20395 did not get a clear run between the 500 and the 350 Metres, due to

crowding of the field.

OCTAVIUS
My19-20 - 292⁄201090 was very fractious and refused to be stalled, thereby considerably delaying the start of the Race;
Under the circumstances it was permitted to be withdrawn. My20-21 - 1111⁄20(3) Jockey reported that his mount was hanging ‘in’ after entering the straight;
212⁄20240 was extremely fractious and refused to be stalled. Under the circumstance, it was permitted to be withdrawn.
My19-20 - 1112⁄1931 6 Jockey reported that his mount did not raise a fluent gallop at the start. 3112⁄1954 8 Jockey
reported that his mount was not galloping fluently throught the Race and was hanging ’in’ after entering the straight, horse revealed sharp molars.
81⁄20(58) An enquiry is being held into the vastly improved performance. 221⁄2073 3 met interference passing 400mts and again approaching the
200 Metres.

MOMOTARO

ARAK
My19-20 - 81⁄206010 was slowly away and lost few lengths at the Start. 52⁄20876 was slowly away and lost about two
lengths. My20-21 - 2511⁄20199 was slowly away and lost few lengths at the start. 82⁄215510 was slowly away and lost few lengths at the Start & met
interference approaching the 1,000 Metres.
PERFECT LEGACY

My20-21 - 2511⁄20194 met interference approaching the 1200 Metres. 812⁄20313 An enquiry is being held into the

manner of riding.

SAN VINTO

My19-20 - 412⁄19273 met interference approaching 1000 Metres. 2512⁄19459 slowly away and lost few lengths.

GREEN MEADOW

My20-21 - 812⁄20318 pulled up lame on left hind.

SWISS TIGRESS

My20-21 - 2511⁄20178 Jockey reported that his mount was not galloping fluently in the last 350 Metres of the Race and

as such, he had to stop riding.

TOUCH OF CLASS
My19-20 - 3112⁄19549 accidentally stumbled passing the 1600mts. 52⁄20852 sustained cut on left fore front of coronet.
My20-21 - 82⁄21553 Jockey was fined for excessive use of whip, on his mount.

